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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p.m.

REPORTS SUBMITTED UNDER ARTICLES 6 TO 9 OF THE COVENANT (continued)

Second periodic report of Colombia (continued) (E/1984/7/Add~,2l/Rev.l)

1. At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Alban-Holguin (Colombia) took a place
at the table.

2. Mr. ALBAN-HOLGUIN (Colombia), responding to questions asked f1Y members of the
Group at the 22nd meeting, said that his country had not in the past engaged in the
formal planning of investment, industrialization or wage levels. In view of the
unemployment crisis in recent years, however, a government commission had recently
drawn up proposals on short-, medium- and long-term planning which several
ministries and ministeriali'departments were now considering with assistance from
foreign experts. . ~

3. The reasons for the very high unemployment included the fact that the children
born in the years of very high fertility in Colombia were now reaching working
age. Since the 1950s the country had invested massively in education, with the
result that many of the unemployed were highly educated. In addition, the world
economic crif\s of the past few years had drastically reduced the value of
Colombia's exports and its currency reserves, resulting in a cutback in production.

4. Indebtedness was not a reason for the country's high unemployment. Combined
public and private debt totalled only $10 billion, $6 billion of that being pUblic
debt in the form of long-term loans from international development institutions.
The Government had virtually no short-term commercial loans. It was a criminal
offence for a busineos to contract foreign loans without permission from the
financial authorities; when permission was granted, it was generally for modest
amounts and on reasonable terms.

'\j /I

5. The Labour Code stipulated that employees could be dismissed without
compensation only for reasons for which they themselves could be held directly
accountable. The closure of a company, suspension of its activities or the death
of tqe owner were not considered grounds for just dismissal. When unfair dismissal
occurred the employee was entitled to compensgtion of one month's wages for each

o year worked, plus payment of all the related social benefits. When workers had
less than 10 years' continuous service an employer had the optil~n of dismissing
them with compensation; workers with more than 10 years' service had an absolute
right to reinstatemertt, a~d had only to pr~sent the court with their letter of
dismissal and evidence that they had worked for more than 10 years in order to
obtain a rUling to that effect. The purpose of the provision was both to stabilize
employment and to protect workers' right to a retirement pension.

6. Although ideally Colombia should enforce its labour legislation in all places
and at all times, it did not have enough labour inspectors to be able to ~o so.
Instead the labo~r inspectors tended to react to complaints from employegs or their
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unions, and the inspector could settle a matter brought to him by a worker without
legal representation. Great efforts rere being made to educate the work-force
about its entitlements.

7. The judicial system in Colombia comprised the Supreme Court of Justice, with
four chambers (for labour, penal, civil and constitutional law) and the Council of
State. The original body of judges had been elected in equal numbers from the
liberals and conservatives during the time of the Frente Nacional. All judges w~re

elected for life. When a judge died or retired, the remaining judges elected his
replacement, again for life, through a'process of cooptacior~ The Supreme Court
appointed judges to the higher courts which operated in each region of the country;

~) each higher court had a ciril, a penal and a labour division. Judges on the
:/ Council of State! were als~)elected for life, and replaced by means of cooptacion.

T.he function of the Council of state was to rule on the constitutionality of laws
'and government decrees and orders, and legislatiQP was, indeed, frequently struck
down. The~operation of the judicial system left ~p scope whatsoever for political
interference. »

8. Cd~ombia had 2,172 trade unions with a total of 873,442 members. By
resolution of the Ministry of Labour, trade unions were regarded as full legal
entities. The four major trade-union confederations tended to group workers in
similar sorts of professions. Members of all four confederations had been elected
to the National Congress, but not as representatives of the trade unions: the
Constitution forbads members of Congress to represent any private interests.
Similarly, none of the unions was affiliated to any political party. On the other
hand, the confederations could, and frequently did, collaborate in drafting
proposals on workers' welf~re for submission to the National Congress.

9. In 1985 the country had witnessed 87 work stoppages involving 15,554 workers;
19 strikes had been officially declared, involving a total of 4,272 workers in the
transport industry, the agricultural savings bank and the commercial banks. Some
members of the Working Group had observed that workers in a great many occupations
were denied~t~e right to strikeJ in fact, that right was denied only to
PUblic-servi~~ workers. In 1985, although there had been no complete work stoppage
in the pUblic services, workers in some regions had organized a go-slow 
"operaci6n tortuga" - in support of their demands.

10. Where two trade unions operated within one business it was the function of the
labour inspector to call a meeting of all the employees in order to determine which
union should be recognized. The decision by a labour inspector to recognize one "
union over another was, of course, subject to challenge in the labour court, which\.\
had the final say.

11. Legislation had been passed in 1982 to
the operation of family-compensation funds.
of legislation in Colombia."

<J

V:,
harmonize all the r~gulations governing
The 1982 Act wa~) the only such piece
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\\
12. Colombia was trying to deal with its "underground economy" by encouraging the
creation of small businesses. A complete programme had been set ~p to that
effect. The most important part of the programme was concerned with training small
businessmen in acounting and marketing, and with channelling funds to worthwhile

11 .

projects as they were identified. The country had borrowed from the Inter-American
Development Bank to support an initial target of 40,000 small businesses, but that
target had been left far behind: the current target was 100,000. He hoped further
information would be provided in the next report.

13. In addition to the 15 days' paid holiday to which, under the Labour Code,
Colombian workers were entitled, there were many - perhaps too many - religious or.
secular pUblic holidays. ,0

14. Pension benefits could be passed from either spouse to the otherJ if a married
woman drawing a pension died, therefore, her widower was entitled to her pension.

15. The National Committee for Occupational Health was attached to the Ministry of
Health. Its current role was principally ed~cational: businesses and employees
were not yet ready for compulsory measures, and in any event the Committee did not
yet have the means to enforce such measures. There were no plans to adopt binding
regulations for the next two years.

\\

16. Slow progress was being made in the creation of a skilled, career Ci~)il
service, but it had not been possible to keep up with the rapid increase in the
number of highly-educated young people. The Institute of Educational Credit and
Technical Studies Abroad had provided the funds for 11,600 students to pursue
post-graduate courses outside the countrYJ another 12,000 stUdents were pursuing
such courses within Colombia. In total; bursaries had been granted to 60,000
students for study abroad and to 180,000 for study in Colombian institutions. The
Government was making use of some of its new graduates in all areas of activitYJ
the national Administration as a whole tended to be made up of comparatively young,
very highly-trained people.

17.vIndustrial ~ccidents were covered by social security and both specialized and
general medical care wer.e pr9videdQ The minimum wage was currently $100 a month
and could be adjusted to inflation, but collective agreements could provide for
more than the minimum. Enterprises contributed to the family-allowance funds
(para. 206 of the report) and families received benefits partly in cash, and partly
in kind. Recepients of family allowances also enjoyed discounts in supermarkets·
and in health and recreational services.

18. Even though the law provided for the possibility of exceptions to the
provisions on non-discrimination among workers, in practice there were no
exceptions. The country's available resourpes were being mobilized to ensure full
protection of(~bonomic, social and culturaltight~ even in the face of a growing
population, but no study had been made of what the ideal popUlation-growth and
investment rates should be to ensure those rights. The 1985 c~nsus, however, would
provide that information in due course. -
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19. Under the law, employees musp work no more than 8 hours a day, 40 hours a
week, but overtime was possible by way of exception and at a higher rate of pay.
Concerning unemployment among highly-trained and professional people, he said that
it was greatest among those in fields related to economic development, such as
engineers, accountants and computer experts, and might even increase until economic
conditions improved.

20. The annual budget of the National Apprenticeship Service (SENA) referred to in
paragraphs 42 and 43 was 29 million pesos. SENA's functions included making
arrangements to ensure the participation of enterprises in its efforts to provide
vocational training for workers.

21. nMr. Alban-Holguin (Colombia) withdrew.
\T

Second periodic report of the Federal Republic of Germany (continued)
(E/l984/7/Add.24 and Corr.l)

22. At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Giesder and Mr. Willers (Federal
Republic of Germay) took places at the table. ~

23. Mr. GIESDER (Federal Republic of Germany), r.eferring to the Government's role
in dealing with unemployment, said that in~a market economy in a democratic society
the Government's function was to establish conditions to improve the economy and
thereby the ability of the labour market to function properly. In his country that
was done by: (a) reduction of interest rates through reduced pUblic spending in
order to stimulate investment and thereby cL~ate more jobs, (b) constructiqn
programmes and direct investment, (c) vocational-training programmes, the 6~eation
of new types of jobs, the reduction of overtime, reduced admission of aliens,
job-sharing and flexible hours, (d) measures to ensure price stability and minimize
inflation in order to assist people on fixed incomes, and (e) tax reductions.
Those measures had the effect of reducing unemployment without interfering with the
free play of econo~ic forces.

24. His country had ratified the two Covenants at the same time and regarded ~hem

as inextricably linked, but felt that whereas the Covenant on Civil and POlitical
Rights could be implemented directly by the Government, the Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights could be implemented only by overcoming economic
difficulties. The Federal Republic of Germany sought balanced economic relations
among the developed and developing countries in order to reduce the prosperity gap
between them through an expanding world economy in which market forces were allowed
to operate.

25. The Federal Republic's entry into the European Community had necessitated no
changes in those provisions of German law which related to eauality between men and
women because the country's Constitution ,had established that eauality long
before. The relevant social-security provisions of his country had in fact bec9me
the basis for European law in that area.

/ ...
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26. Mr. WILLERS (Federal Re~ublic of Germany), ref~rrinq to paragraph 2 of the
report, said that his Government Gif not regard the right to work as giving rise to
an obligation of the State to provide jobs, rather, it was the duty of the
Government to establish a framework for the creation of jobs. The Government could
not dispose of manpower as it wish~d. It could only establish the economic and
social conditions that would enable each wOrker to find the kind of work best
suited to his capacities and in~linations. The very concept of unemployment
insurance, as provided for in the relevant ILO conventions, was superfluous if the
State had to pr~vide jobs. In his country its function was rather to promote and
maintain full employment.

27. In connection with paragraph 7, he said that his Government'a view was not
that"unemployment was inevitable and had to be accepted but only that if young
people were jobless it was better for them to use that time for vocational traini~g.

28. Mr. GIES:~~R (Federal RepUblic of Germany), referring to the problem of
Berufsverbot,Usaid that it was no more than a measur~ imposed in a criminal

Djudgement to prevent a criminal from abusing his professional activity in order to
commit crimes. The requirements for eutry into the civil service were fully in
acco~~ance with article 6 of the Covenant and an individual civil servant could
even appeal to independent tribunals if he thought he was being treated unfairly.
He would refrain from further c~)Ill1\\ent becaus~ such a case was sub judice ,before ItO.

'~ 0

29. Mr. WILLERS (Federal RepUblic of Germany) said that measures were being taken
in his country to increase employment through public works, enabling local
administ~~~~ocarry out projects that. could not havej,peen executed otherwise
for lack of funds., All unemployed, regardless of category;~ could obtain employment
in such projects for the same wages they would normally receive through collective
agreements.

'"30. Concerning the structure of unemployment, he said that it was greatest in such
sectors a~ commerce~ sales, general setvices and transport, but that since those
sectors were large, the figures could be deceptive. Unemployment was decreasing in
metallurgy, engineering, the natural sciences and construction but increasing in
such fields as administration and management, education and the applied sciences.
The average length of unemployment was currently 6.8 months, and 32.8 per cent of,
the unemployed remained wi thout work for over a year. ."

.)

31. With regard to the differences between unemployment pay and unemployment
benefit (para. 32 (b) and (c) of the report), the former could extend for a maximum
of one year (18 months for ~lderly workers) depending on the,~ength of member~hip

in the insurance programme, and amounted to 68 per cent of the last net salary for
f)ose with children and 63 per cent for all others. The unemployment benefit began
~here the unemployment pay left off and continued indefini~ely, but was awarded
only if\\ a household's total income was inadeauatei it amounted to 58 per cent of
the last net salary for those with children or 55 per cent for all others. Sixty
to 70 pe~ cent of ~rtemployed workers had received unemployment payor unemPtoyment
benefit, /40 per cent of them having received the former and 60 per cent the\latter.

nu / ...
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34. The number of civil servants, which had declin~d in 1985, was so high because
of the dual federal-Lander structure, with the Lander emPloying(~O times as many as
the federal Government. The fact that postal employees and teachers were also
included in the civil service served to swell the figure.

35. Turning to questions relGted to article 7 of the Covenant, he explained~that

occupational accidents had gone down not becaus~ of legislation but because of
other factors like the improvement of inspection procedures, technological
development, or greater' safety awareness on both sides. Sanctio~s for unsafe
practipes ranged from warnings to fines to actual closure of enterprises. Physical
injuries in gene~al wer~ covered by accident insurance, but employers were lianle
for damages whe=e it could be proved that there had been premeditation on their
part to provoke an accident - for instance, by deliberately exposing a worker to a
dangerous situation. The insurance agency could, on the other hand, bring a
cQ~plaint against an employer on the grounds simply of grave negligence directly
leading to an accident. Material as oppo~d to physical injury was not covered by
accident insurance, but workers could claim material damages from an employer if it
could be proved that he was responsible for the accident une~r civil law.

36. There was no formal training programme as such for personnel responsible for
safety and inspections in the workplace. Doctors, technicians and jurists were all
involved, each with their own separate training. ~

37. Concerning·the length of tt~?work week, under c~l1ective wage agreements in
1984, which incorporated a flexible arrangern~.i,.;] the work week averaged
38.5 hours. The possibility of part-time ~6rk existed, particularly inJthe public
service. It was generally agreed that the reduction of working hours helped
somewhat.to cre.ate jobs, although the cOl\\,:elation was not mathemtl'tical. The trade
unions officially supported the Government's current campaign to reduce overtime,
but some of their membership opposed any ~imitation.

I)
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38. The question of sanctions for illegal dismissals was a topical issue in his
country, since workers challenging a dismissal could not under current conditions
find work readily while recourse proceedings dragged out. It was now usual for a
court of the first instance to declare that the ildismissal could not be made final
as long as court proceedings were under way.

39. Mr. GIESDER~ (Federal Rej;mblic of Germany) said that there were only a few 
but large - trade unions in the Federal Republic, each representing one industry,
regardless of the kinds of wo::k done'~ The degr~e of unionization varied greatly, I)

from almost, 100 per cent, for instance, among the railway workers to la percent in
agriculture and forestry. Average unionization had remained fairly constant at
ar~pnd only 37 pe~ cent, possibly because union dues were high an~ because
non-members also benefited from improvements fo~ght for by the unions.

40. Worker participation in the management of enterprises had existed in some form
in almost all larger enterprises zince the passage of the Workers Participation Act
in 1976. He drew attention to his country's init::':~l report (E/1978/8/Add.ll),
where the question had been discussedo(p. "6).

,"
41. He made available more detailed information on bothauestions to the members
of the WOlking Group.

c'
42. Mr. WILLERS (Federal Republic of Germany), referrin~ to protection against the

,r dismissal of union activists, said that no one could be dismissed for the mere fact
of membership ioa union-management council or for participation in a strike.
However, if a striker committed acts that~iolated his co~tract durinc

M

l strike, he
could be dismissed~ No public authority had the right to prohibit stti'kes, hut
there were government regulations regarding what constituted a legal strike,
n~~~ly, tha~ it had to have be~~ ca~led by a union for a purpose in keeping wi7h
~~col1ect1ve agFeement. Employers could, ask the courts to rule "on the legallty
of a strike. The number of strikers in recent years had vaded from 300,,000 in
1968 to 400,000 in 1984. No statlsticsif~ere available on the reason for the

o strikes, but they were usually called to improve working conditions such as payor
length" of working hours. Sometimes, collective agreGI~nts were concluded as the
res(,;'1 t of a str ike. <;J. "

:J 43. Regarding the complicated question of paragraph 116 of the job-promotion law
and its effect on the right to s,trike, i}e had circulated some material to the
members of the,Working Group and it would he dealt with more fully in the next
report. In ,tbrief, 'one proYision of paragraph'116 had recently been changed.
Formerly ith~? stipulated that, if a strike in" one region preve~ted workers in the
same branch'ofindustry in another region from working, the latter could collect
unemployment benefit, unlesa the same demands had been raised in that second
region. The courts had ruled subsequently t~at th~ "same demands" meant absolutely
identical demandsJbut paragraph 116 had now been amended to stipulate that the
demands did not necessarily have to be absolutely identical. It sho~ld be noted,
of c;:ourse, that other laws had been passed to h~"p all those indirectly affected by
a s0tike, on which the next report would give details.

o
))
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o

4~~) Regarding rights under article 9 of the Covenant, it must be understood that
the State had reduced certain health benefits as a last resort to prevent the

Q collapse of the entire health insurance system. Also, increases in pension
benefits were not pegged to inflation but rather to wage trends. The mandatory
retirement age was 65, with possible extension to 67, for both men and women,
although \!tomen could retire at 60 and most did •... Persons receiving pensions could
engage in some limited lucrative activity. For information on company pensions
(para. 27 of the report) he referred the working~Group to the discussion of the
matter in his country's initial report. They were pensions provided by firms and
were taken into consideration in calculating contributions to sickne~s benefits.
Regarding the perqentages of insured persons in the Federal Republic, 90 per cent n

had health insurance and 80 per cent oldkage insurance, in addition to the numbers
insured under civil-service and private Iinsurance schemes.

,)

45. Regarding the employment of the handicapped, it was required by law that at
least 6 per cent of the positions in any firm with mor.e than 16 employees m~9t be
allotted to seriously handicapped personsJ firms not meeting that target must pay a
certain proportionate amount into a fund for the handicapped.

Y,-;

46. ge explained that there were Ewo kinds of maternity benefits: mothers
received maternity leave of six weeks prior to and eight weeks foliowing their
confinement, during which they c6ntinued o to receive their pay. Beyond that they
were allowed a furtl\,er four months' leave on partial pay of .600 marks per month.

47. Mr. GIESDER (F2deral Republic of Germany) saie~that the working party on women
(para. 3 (e) of the report) which should properly be rendered as "T~sk Force on
Women", was empowered to deal with all,questions brought before it withGa bearing
on the status of women. The Director of the Task Force was also his country's
representative to the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women. No ,~)
statistics were available on the percentage of women in leading positions, but in
1980, 11.4 per cent of permanent federal civil servants were womenJ 3.4 per cent at
the highest grade were women and 6.8 per cent at the second highest grade were
women. Curr~ntly, 2 of the 15 federal ministers were women, and 9.8 per cent of
the Bundestagmembers were women. Most women's organizations were grouped under
the German Council of Women, which co-ordinated its activities with the Task Force,
and had played a prominent role in the preparations for tha 1985 Nairobi Conference
on women and was active in the implementa~ion of the Forward-looking strategies
adopted there. I) ,,,,,r-;,

'\~: .-:-' ,

48. Mr. WILLERS (Federal Republic of germany) said that women's salaries lagged
behind those of ..men by approximately ~'0-25 per cent in the Federal Republic, but
the reason for the gap was not an unfair salary scale but rather the training and
aspirations of women themselves, who still preferred to enter certain poorly~paid

professions and were also less disposed to do overtime. As a result, in practice,
some occupations consisted exclusively of women and some exclusively of men. There
was a government campaign, however, to counteract past, stereotyped thinking and

/ ...
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attitudes and to steer women into profession~ that had heretofore been the province
of Iden. Unemployment was higher among women than among men, not least because many
women were employed in fields where there was a high risk of unemployment. The
measures adopted recently in that connection would be dealt with in the following
report. In principle, the rules governing the question of the burden of proof were
applicable, but in cases where it was difficult to provide proof the legislature
had permitted a reversal of the principle of burden of proof.

49. An alien was defined as being anyone residing in the Fed~ral Republic of
Germany who was not a national of the Federal Republic and who was a n~tional of
another countr~ . Migrant workers were workers who had social-security rights but
were not nationkfs of the Federal Republic of Germany. There was no information
available on t~~h number of illegal foreign workers in the Federal Republic.
~easonal worker~, who were nationals of the countries of the European Economic
Community, were another special category, but a small one.

50. Mr. GIESDER (Federal Republic of G~rmany) said that there were no exact
statistics on German workers abroad, since Germans were free to leave their country
without giving notice of their departure., However, it was estimated that there
were about 500,000 German workers abroad. The principal destinations of Germans
who had mov~d abroad rn 1983 had been the other European Community countries and
the United States. Germans abroad were not obliged to register with consulates of
the Federal Republic of Germany, but consular protection was considered the best
way to serve the interests of German workers abroad.

51. Mr. WILLERS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that un~mployment among aliens
was high because there were very few white-collar ~orkers among the migrant workers
and, in general, migrant workers had less training. Migrant workers were therefore
employed in fields where there was a high risk of unemployment. In 1984 and 1985
unemployment among aliens had fallen slightly and unemployment among nationals of,
the Federal Republic of_Germany had risen somewhat.

'~n .:
52. There was no discrimination against aliens regarding, for example, the right
to work, social-security entitlements and trade-union rights. However, certain
types o~ employment, for example, in the civil service, were open only to nationals
of the Federal Republic of Germany" The Federal Republic had concluded agreements
with some countries of origin in order to ensure that foreign workers who returned
to their 'countries of origin could be reintegrated into society there. Legislation
adopted in 1983 and 1984, which had been applicable for a limited duration only,
had been designed ,to encourage workers to return to their countries of origin.

53. In 1985, migrant workers had represented 7.8 per cent of all workers in the
Feder~l Republic of Germany and had been concentrated mostly in manufacturing
(10.7 per cent) and in the construction industry (10 per cent).

54. c A whole series of measures had been adopted with a view to providing the
children of foreign workers with language instruction and vocational training.

/ ...
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55. Mr. GIESDER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in December 1985 there had
been approximately 605,000 foreign refugees in the Federal Republic of Germany,
59,000 of whom had been granted political asylum. Refugees represented about
1 per cent of the total population, ~hich was the highest proportion in Western
Europe. Although they were welcome for pqlitica1 and humanitarian reasons and
xenophobia was largely unknown', their presence created serious problems for the
Federal Republic, whose capacity to accept refugees was not unlimited. The
Government of the Federal Republic therefore strongly supported the international
community's endeavours to deal with refugee problems.

56. Mr. YAKOVLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the Working Group
should avoid engaging in polemics. It was to be hoped that in its following report
the Federal Republic of Germany would be able to state that unemployment had been
eliminated in that country., Moreover, account should be taken in the following
report of the co~ents made by members of the Wor~ing 'Group on the question of the
Berufsverbot (the prohibition to practise certain professions).

n •57. Mr. TEXIER (France) sald that once there was no longer any controversy about
social systems there would no lOQger be any polemical answers either.

58. Mr. POERSCHKE (German Democratic Republic) said that the Berufsverbot appeared
to be directed against criminals. He wondered whether it was a crime to be a
me~ber of a legal political party. Moreover, the m~asure in question chiefly

I I
affected teachers, postmen and gardeners, not members of the armed forces and
high-ranking officials.

o ,
59. Nr. MRACHKOV (Bulgaria) said that if the delegation of the Federal Republic of
Germany had confined its remarks to legal and technical aspects of the Question
before the working Group, there might haye been more time to consider matters
relating to the Covenant. ~.

60. He noted that the reply dealing with the question of the Berufsverbot was
based on views expressed by a monitoring body of a specialized agency. The Working
Group could not be regarded as being subordinate to another monitoring body.

61. Mr. Giesder and Mr. Willers (Federal Republic of Germany) withdrew.

Second periodic report of Poland (E/198C/7/Add.26)
\)

62. At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Karwanski (Poland) took a place at the
table.

63. Mr.KARWANSKI (Poland), introducing the report of Poland (E/1984/7/Add.26),
said that, since the report covered the period 1980-1985, he wished to describe the
developments that had taken place in Poland from the end of 1985 to th~ beginn,ing
of March 1986,.

64. The employment situation had been influenced both by the 1980 economic crisis
and the economic reform that was being implemented. The purpose of the reform was
to restructure the economy and rationalize employment by means of economic

o
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incentives. Since it had been expected that employment opportuniti~s would
decrease, a number of decisions had ,been adopted with a view to ensuring proper use
of redundant labour and providing social-security benefits for
temporarily-unemployed persons. Redundant workers who had failed to find
employment owing to a'lack of appropr~ate opportunities or who intended to become
active on their own account in the fields of agriculture, crafts or services had
been entitled to six months' paid leave.

65. 'In the period 1982-1984, new regulations had been adopted with a view to
enabling the State to make provision for persons seeking employment, job-trai~ing

or retraining. T~e State Professional Activation Fund had been established in that
connection. Moreover, certain categories of workers had been given the right u on a
temporary basis, to retire early, (Council of Ministers decision of 17 July 1981).
Other measures, such as extended maternity leave and leave for bringing up (I

children, had also reduced the labour supply, which, together with other factors,
had led to a manpower shortage. Currently, par.t-time employment was being offered
even'to pensioners and women on paid leave to bring up their children. 0

66. In 1983 incentives had been introduced for school-leavers taking up employment
(Council of Ministers ordinance of 31 August 1983). As a result, employment was
now available for all school-leav~rs seeking it~

67. Council of Ministers resolution No. 263 of December 1983 played an important
role in the development of workers' skills. Moreover, there were over 250
vocational-guidance centres for young people who had completed their vocational
training, and the employment- and social-affairs offices provided extensive
vocational information.

68. The Act of 18 ~pril 1985 concerning examin~tion by the courts of matters in
the field of labour law and social insurance and the Act of 18 April 1985
concerning amendment of the Code of Civil Proceedings Act dealt with labour
relations and implementation of the principle thaE justice could be administered
only through the common courts, special courts and courts for petty offences. That
legislation, which had entered into force on 1 July 1985, made provision for
workers to vindicate labour claims in the courts. Labour disputes were examined by
the labour courts and the labour and social-insurance courts. In most instances,
disputes were examined by one judge and two lay judges. The Minis~er of Justice,
the Minister of Labour, Wages and Social Affairs, the First President of the
Supreme Court, the Public Prosecutor and the All-Polish Trade Union Consensus were
entitled to lodqe extraordinary appeals in cases where final sentences violated the
law or the interests of the Polish People's Republic. Workers could request
conciliation p:.coceedings before a dispute was taken before a court. New works and
district arbitration committees had been establi~hed for that purpose, and the
former works and district arbitration and labour-appeals committees had been
dissolved.

69. A resolution adopted by the Council of Ministers in June 1983 dealt wi~r the
adjustment of the principles governing workers' remuneration to take accoun't\of the
economic reform. The provisions of that resolution were in keeping with the
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"relevant collective agreements. Moreover, a system of establishment agreements Qad
been set up. Under the legislation in question, union organizations and managers
could conclude agreements on the introduction of remuneration schemes. Following
registration by the Office of the Minister for Labour, Wages, and social0Affairs,
such agreements replaced the regulations on remuneratio~ laid down in the relevant
legislation, including rules concerning remuneration for the duration of labour "
stoppages for which workers were not responsible and the conditions applicable to
overtime remuneration. Such agreements were entirely voluntary and now covere9
approximately 50 per cent of the workers employed in the socialized sector.

70. The 1979 register of jobs from which women ~ere ~~~tbited had been amended in
1984 to take account of recent scientific findings iir-the field of occupational
safety. With effect from January 1986, women under the age of 35 would no longer
be employed in conditions of exposure to asbestos dust. A register of jobs
prohibited to juveniles was under preparation. A system of certification was also
being establi~hed to ensure that machinery and technical equipment complied with
health and saeety requirements.

71. The State Labour Inspectorate created by an Act of Parliament to enhance the
supervision of working conditions had re~laced labour inspection by trade unions.
The Inspectorate was empowered to impose fines for violations of 1aboui:.laws and
occupational-safety standards. Other State supervisory organs were reauired to
co-operate with the State Labour Inspectorate. A draft order on general principles
of occupational safety was currently being prepared by the Ministry of Labour,
Wages and Social Affairs ,in consultation with specialized iQstitutions and trade
unions. The new order would replace the regulations currently in force. In order
to ensure that economic reforms did not adversely affect the system of wdtk
protection, the Government had taken a number of measures, those enumerated in
paragraph 42 of the report. 0

72. With regard to article 8 of the Covenant, mention must be made of the fact
that the legitimate protests of the workers against deviations from the fundamental
principles of soCialism had been misused by anti-socialist elements Whose ohjective
had been tQpenetrate the ranks of the working class and to use the latter's
dissatisfaction to further their own struggle against the political system and the
Party. It had been hoped that the agreements signed between the Government and the
strike committees would have brought about a new social climate leading to greater
and more efficient production and an increase in national income. Unfortunately,
however, unwarranted wage increases ha~ been accompanied by escalating demands and
politic~l action aimed at destabilizing the economy. The resulting wave of
strikes, terror.ism and linking of economic action to political concessions, had
led, in 1981, to a l3-per-cent drop in production, a 14-per-cent drop in exports
and a 24-per-cent increase in ~age costs. That situation had prevailed despite
numerous appeals by the Governm~nt. The intr09uction of martial law and the ~

suspension of Solidarity (Solidarno~c) ~nd other trade unions had gradually
restored normalcy arid had led to an improvement in the economic situation despite

, the economic' blOCkade imposed by NATO countries, and thanks to the\\considerab1e
help received from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. 'I
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73. It was against such a background that the Trade Union Act had been adopted in
October 1982. The International Labour Office and existing trade unions, including
Solidarity, had been consulted in the ~rafting of the Act, which had become the
j~asis for the activities of the new trade-union movement. Such activities were
c/b~sed on the principles of independence, self-management, voluntary membership and

democracy.

74. Since its adoption, a number of changes had been proposed to the Act and some
amendments had already been made. The amendments ~ere aimed, inter alia, at
reinforcing the trade unions' role as the representative of all the workers, a~d

not only of its members, improving co-operation 'between trade unions and State')
administrative organs, and increasing the responsibility of trade unions in
monitoring observance of workers' rights and obligations.

75. The new Act also defined trade-union responsibilities in the areas of the
development and 'dissemination of culture, education and sport, the protection of
workers' health in co-operation with health service establishments, social
insurance, and the protection of pensioners. Under the Act, trade unions had been •
granted considerable influence over labour law and social-insurance norms and were
entitled to submit proposals on the draftlng or amendment of legal provisions,
through the All-Polish Trade Union Consensus. The latter body had. been granted the
right to apply to the Supreme Court for special reyiew of final sentences in
matters connected with labour law and social insurance.

76. The Act also governed certain organizational aspects of trade-u~~on activity
and introduced new provisions concerning release from work for performing
trade-union functions. The employnlE!fit of.. trade~union militants was protected under
the Act and the employment bontracts of such ~ilitants could not be changed to
their detriment. ~

77. As of 31 December 1985, 5.7 milYion workers, the great majority of them manual
workers, had been members of trade unions. National trade-union structures,;!
however, had not yet developed sufficiently to enable the trade-union movement to
exercise fully its statutory rights, particularly its right to consult with the
Government on proposals for amending the pay system as well as on mat~ers relating
to workers' living conditions.

" ':,' .'
78. With regard to the right to" s6cial security, efforts had been made to protect
li~ing conditions, especially pensioners a~~ persons maintaining families. The
measures taken included increases in family allowances for low-income familie's,
nursing allowances for disabled ~hildren or children requiring special care, and
pensions. Owing to the growing cost of financing social-insurance benefits,
contributions had increased to 43 per cent in socialized establishments and
33 per ~ent in non7socialized establishments.

/( \)
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79. Mrs.JIMENEZ BUTRAGUERO (Spain) said 't.hat~she"was interested in the reasons
for the apparent imbalance between the demaQ~ for and the supply of labour. She
would also welcome further information on the credit facilities available to
employees (E/l984/7/Add.26, para. 12).

\.\ r,

80. With regard to thee reported decrease in employmento(para. 10), it would be
helpful if statistics could be provided. "Further, she wished to know which groups
were most affected by unemployment and what the situation of women was in the .
labour market. ,,'

81. She had noted in paragraph 23 that all SChoo~~uateswho had applied for
work in 1982 had been employed, and would cbe interested to learn how that had been
aChieved.

82. She would welcome information on the basis used for classifying invalids into
groups I and 11 (para. 41). She would also appreciate further details on the
modalities of the tax-relief scheme mentioned in paragraph 42.

83. With regardfi to paragraph 28, she wished to know under what conditions
employees participating in lessons on their own account could claim travel, board
and lodging costs from the management of their enterprises. What were the limits

,to such payments and what categories of workers were entitled to them?

84. On the sUbject of maternity benefits for working mothers, the report contained
two separate references to paid and unpaid leave for such mothers. She would
welcome a clarification of that apparent contradiction and asked whether fa€hers
were also entitled to the unpaid leave,mentioned in paragraph 18. She would also
welcome further information on chil~ allowances.

85. She was surprised that Poland was not experiencing difficulties in its
social-security system and asked whether the phenomenon of an aging population was
not present and what the percentage of young people was in the total population.

86. Lastly, on the question of trade-union activities, she wished to know whether
it was possible today to form a ,trade union in the same,,,way as before the events of

I,:.,:,

\> 1981 involving Solfdar i ty.

87. Mr. POERSCHRE (German Democratic Republic) requested informat~on on the
privileges to which) pregnant women in employment were entitled at the time they
gave birth and what rights they ~aintained if they chose to take leave. He 0

wondered whether fathers were entitled to the same rights if they had
responsibility for taking care of a child.

88. He noted from paragraph 23 that all school graduates ;ho had applied for work
in 1982 had been,lemployed and wondered whether that also was true for the years
sincel>then. He ~ished to know whether employment was guaranteed to all young
people completing their training and what rights apprentices had in Poland.

/ ...
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89. With regard to safe/and he~!thY working conditions, he would like further
details concerning the St~~e Lab6u~ Inspectorate (Para. 45), including how many
people it employed, whethtlr it co-ihperated with the trade unions and whether there
were specific training) programmes«~or its employees.

, 0~

»
90. He said he had been most impress~d by the Government's efforts, despite0its

\,

difficulties, to improve social secur~tY. He inquired what the average amount of
the old-age pension was and how it compa~~d with the m~nimum and with the average
wage. He also wished to know what the polish Government was doing to ensure that
the elderly could participate in the life o£' the community: were there any
specific organizations that catered for their needs? He re~uested more detailed
inform{ktion on the insurance system and inquired whethe~ it "had been amended during
thf period covered by the report. He would also appre~iate statistics for inSUr(~d
p~tsons at the current time, as compared with 10 years previously. !

, ~

91. Mr. HOPPE (Denmark) said that the report, which he found in general to be \,
interesting and forthright, cdncentrated on the legal nackground to the ~~
implementation of the Covenant. He considered, however, that, it was more important
to know the extent to which the Covena!1t was being implemented and he would
appreciate more information in that respect in the next report. ~

(j
92. He said that he was not sure why p~~~graph 1 had been included in the report.
But, since it was ther~, he would like clarification as to how to inte~pret the
statement that respect for national sovereignty and non-interference in the
internal affairs of other States were indispensible to the implementation of human
rights. It was considered in the United Nations that concern forohuman rights did
not constitute interference. He inquired whether that was also the position of the
Polish Government.

93. On the SUbject of employment, he sought confirmation as to whether the terms
"surplus workforce" in paragraph 9 and "decrease in employment" in paragraph 10
meant unemployment. He inquired whether there was any unemployment in Poland and,
if so, what percentage of~the work-force it affected.

94. With regard to equal opportunity for promotion, reference was made in
paragraph 52 to the "principle of equitable and 'non-discriminatory treatment of
employees". He requested confirmation that the political affiliation of an
employee played no ro~e with regard to promotion.

95. Turning to the SUbject of trade-union rights, he said that he was aware of
Poland's difficulties in that area during the previous few years. Reference was
made in paragraph 59 to people's right under the Constitution to organize into
trade unions, but the representative of Poland had stated in his introduction that
aOtrade union had been dissolved. As far as he (Mr. Hoppe) understood, it had had
more than 10 million members: the policy appeared to him to be incoherent. He
wished to know whether the new trade unions that were being formed had to be
officially sanctioned. He was not sure how polish unions were able to operate
independently of the authorities and reaue~ted clarification in that regard.

/ ...
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96. On the right to strike, he wished to know mo~k about' the "conditions governing
the admissibility of a strike" (para. 75). Who d1cided whether a strike was
admissible? He would also appreciate further inf6rmation conaerning restrictions
on the right to strike (para. 76), they appeared to apply to large sectors of the
community. He inquired how many members of the new trade unions had been members
ofcSolidarity (Solidarno~c) and what percentage of the total labour force current
membership of trade unions reprf,sented. He also sought clarification concerning a
remark made ~n the introductory statement to the effect that new trade unions

)" '. (; :;;.

represente~~all workers, not just their members. He'~as not sure how that was
consisFen~!with the freedom to organize, which presupposed the right not to
organize.

97. Mr. MRACHKOV (Bulgaria) said he would be interested in obtaining more details
on th;iPlovisions of the Polish Constitution with respect to the protection of
workers' rights. He also requested further information on the new system of school
graduates' employment and the economic incentives to influence graduates' decisions
when choosing work (para. 24).

98. With regard to remuneration, he sought further information concerning the
agreements referred td'in paragraph 32, including the principles and criteria on
which they were based. How many workers did they concern and for what period had
they been concluded?

99. On the subject of safe,.,and health~ working conditions, he noted from the
report that there were two bodies concerned with supervision and control and wished
to know what co-ordination there was between them, how their functions were divided
and what their Powers were.

100. With regard to social security, he requested information concerning its
financing, what was th~ overall amount provided for it in the budget in the past
two or three years?

101. Mr. YAKOVLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
its difficulties Poland was implementing the Covenant.
the current imperialist economic blockade: he wondered
affecting the country's social development.

noted that in spite of all
Those difficulties included
to what extent it was

102~ He inquired how many national federations of trade unions there were currently
in Poland and what proportion of the'labour force their membership represented.
Was it. possible for a trade union to transfer from one fed~ration to an~ther?~e~J

also w1shed to know what had happened to the funds of prev10us trade un10ns: had-
they been given to the new unions and if so how had they been distributed? ~

103. Mr. RUIZ-CABA~AS (MeXico) said that he would appreciate it if the
representative of Poland would indicate what the principal factors were that had
provoked Poland's economic crisis and to what extent external factors, for example
the price of raw materials, were to blame. How was the burden of external debt
servicing affecting the country's economic development and thus employment?

I ...
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104. He was not sure quite what was meant by the statement in paragraph 9 that
since 1 January 1981 enterprises had been enjoying full freedom with regard to
employment, and would welcome clarification as to what that freedom consisted of
and how it related to the national economic plan. If the State set certain goals
for particular enterprises, he wondered how their freedo~ with regard to employment
could be exercised.

105. He inquired as to the number of single mothers in Poland. He also wished to
know how many foreign workers there were in the country, whether they had settled

,) permanently or temporarily, and how many Polish nationals were working abroad.

106. He felt that it' would be of general interest to be informed about the ~

pr incipal economic reforms adopted in" Poland in recent years and whether, they had
been effective. He was aware that in countries with a planned economy various

Q methods were being tried out. Did Poland intend to continue along its current
economic path?

()

107. Ms. KIMBALL (Secretary of the Working Group) said that the document Qirculated
at the currentcmeeting by the Polish delegation would be issued 'as an addendum to
the report.

The meeting rose at-.B. 20 p. m.
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